Science
We will learn about
properties and changes of
materials in the early spring
term. After that, the children
will learn about Earth and
space, describing the
movement of planets.

History

Geography

PHSE and RE

We will learn about time
and chronology and how
historical periods overlap.
We will learn about the
Vikings and AngloSaxons and their beliefs
and impact on society.

In geography, we will link our
studies to history and identify
where the Vikings invaded and
how it impacted our land use.
The children will use
knowledge from the previous
geography unit to support this.

As part of RE, we will look
at what people in our
community believe as well
as what matters to
Christians. We will celebrate
being ourselves and explore
British values.

English
This term will see us turn in to poets, writing
poems themed around the night time, inspired by
the narrative poem ‘Jinnie Ghost’ by Berlie
Doherty. We will also be linking our English
studies to History, writing Viking myths and
legends. We will read a range of fiction and nonfiction texts to focus on retrieval, inference skills
and justifying opinions using text evidence.

Art
Our final masterpieces this
term will be self-portraits.
We will be studying Frida
Kahlo as our artist study and
inspiration and developing
colour mixing skills.

Raiders, Invaders and
Crusaders!

Music
In music we will be
learning to perform as
an ensemble by learning
‘Make You Feel my
Love’.

Maths
This term, we will encourage continuation of
work with number, place value and multiples.
We will develop our understanding of fractions,
decimals and percentages as well as shapes,
position and direction. Children will learn how
to solve questions involving multiple
steps/processes and check answers using
estimation and inverse.

Computing

PE

We will look at the final
elements of coding this
term and will also use the
iPads across the
curriculum. We will also
be looking at camera
angles and movie trailers.

In PE the children will be
playing team games to
develop communication
and strategy skills. We
will focus on dodgeball
and other invasion games.

